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Abstract:  Currently,  the spoken Arabic  in  its everyday usage has  incorporated  many  foreign 

words  while the written Arabic  is still utilizing the same character set and  the same available 

fonts. Consequently, its visual  image also  remains the same. Transcribing English in Arabic  can 

create many  discretional readings, spellings, and  interpretations. 

That  is  why  there is  a  need for  a  new system  for  transcribing  English  in  Arabic  script.  It 

should accommodate for  two visual  aspects. The first is the generic shape of any  added 

components which  must be similar the Arabic  conventions for  better acceptance. The second 

is the representation of the whole font utilizing the system, which  should reflect the identity 

of the language it is transcribing to prepare the mind-set of the reader for English words. 

This  paper documents  an  experiment  with  the development  of  such  a  system.  It  starts with 

establishing the need for  the system and  the problem definition. Then it presents the 

methodology  and  some similar cases.  Next,  it discusses the historical  references of  Arabic 

language which  demonstrate that there are many  more sounds than these presented in  the 

current script. Then it presents the new system and  its two visual  aspects. 

 

 
Key words: English Identity, Arabic Font, Arabic Diacritic Marks, Written Arabic, Transcribing 

English. 
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1. Introduction: The need 
 

A lot of Western brands and  signs are part of the everyday life in the Arab world  today. 

English terms and  phrases are also  incorporated more often in daily Arabic  speech. Most 

scientific units and  terms for emerging new technologies and  world  developments that are 

used in Arabic  today are also  borrowed from  their foreign source language of origin. 

The current perception of the Arabic  language is that its written script is incapable of 

incorporating all consonants and  vowels of English. (Notably, throughout this paper, we will 

use English as a representative model of Western languages, but the concepts presented 

can expectedly be applied to other languages using  the same approach with some 

adaptations when needed). Accordingly, transcribing English words  in Arabic  script within 

the current perception is not likely to be precise and  may give room  to multiple 

discretional readings, spellings, and  interpretations of the transcribed text – often leading 
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to mismatches between the source and  target scripts and  misinterpretations of the 

intended meaning of transcribed text. 

The word  "fair",  for  example,  is  usually written in  Arabic  as  " فير "  which  could   be easily 

misread as  "fear".  Of  the many   examples to provide in  this  context, table (I)  provides 

selected sample English  words,  their current common Arabic  transcription,  and  the most 

likely common miss-reading of that common transcription. 
 

The original word The Arabic  writing The actual reading in Arabic  (if read 

without reference to English context) 

Winner  Wiiner 

Pipsi  Bibsi 

Burger  Birgur 

Hurt Locker  Hiirt lukar 

Koka Kola  Kuka kula 

Vitamin  Fitamin 

England  Injland 

Fair & Lovely  Fear  and  lufely 

Kelvin  kilfin 

Mole  Muul 

Ampere  Ambear 

Table I: Some English words, their Arabic  writings and  their resulting readings 
 
 

The above calls  for  the development a System for Transcribing English in Arabic  Script. This 

system must have visual  marks  to facilitate accurate readings, and  must be presented in a 

visual  identity different to the currently available fonts to visually  prepare the reader for 

the existence of foreign words  and  phrases in text he is about to read (a much  similar 

concept to that of the Japanese language, where it has two sets of letters (besides the 

original Kanji pictographs); one (Hiragana) is used for  Japanese words, and  the other 

(Katakana) is used for the foreign words). 

Such a system could, also, be applied in many  other areas. For example, currently, the 

market is filled with language-teaching books  and  e-books (for  example "learn a language 

in 20 days", "Tourist guides" and  so on). Any "learn English" for Arabic  speakers would  face a 

challenge in trying to deliver to the student the proper pronunciation, because the current 

Arabic  script does not include proper visual  representations for all English consonants and 

vowels, let alone the fact that English consonant and  vowel sounds vary contextually 

according to their location and  sequential combinations in the written script of different 

words. 
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Such a system might also  be beneficial for native English speakers who are learning the 

Arabic  script for the first time or are communicating with Arabs; they can  fully  express 

their own mother language utilizing the Arabic  letters. 

 
 

2. A Short Introduction to Arabic Script 
 

This section presents a basic  description of the Arabic  script (taken form  [1]). For a more 

thorough discussion on Arabic  script and  type in general, see [2, 85-116]. 

There are 28 letters in Arabic, (presented in table II). The combination of    "Lam   ل" and 

"Alif  ا" is usually thought of as a distinct letter " "ال making  the total number 29. The 

“hamza” is a mark  added to other letters, and  considered as a variation of the “alif   ا”, 

but could  be considered, especially in older times, a letter as well making  the total 

number 30 letters. These letters include the consonants and  the long vowels. Short vowels 

are represented as vocalization marks  placed on top or bellow a character. Figure 1 shows 

samples of these marks  and  their English readings. However, the vocalization marks  are 

used only in certain texts (educational and  religious) or whenever needed to prevent 

confusion. The writing system is cursive and  thus the shapes of the letters vary 

contextually according to their location in the word  (table II). 
 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Short vowels in Arabic  as vocalization marks  [1, fig. 1] 
 

 
S I M F S I M F S I M F S I M F 

 Lam-Alif ل ل ل ل س س س س ا  ا ا

 ال  ال ال م م م م ش ش ش ش ب ب ب ب

 Special type of Alif ن ن ن ن ص ص ص ص ت ت ت ت

 ى   ى ه ه ه ه ض ض ض ض ث ث ث ث

 Vocalization marks و  و و ط ط ط ط ج ج ج ح

 Short vowels ي ي ي ي ظ ظ ظ ظ ح ح ح ح
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َ  ◌ The hamza ع ع ع ع خ خ خ خ  a Fatha 

َ  ◌ أ  أ ء غ غ غ غ د  د د  i Kasra 

َ  ◌ إ  إ  ف ف ف ف ذ  ذ ذ  u Damma 

َ  ◌ ؤ  ؤ  ق ق ق ق ر  ر ر  
 

Silent Sukun 

  ئ ئ ئ  ك ك ك ك ز  ز ز

Table II: Basic Arabic  Letters and  their shapes according to their position in the word 
 

 
3. Defining the Problem 

 

The problem can  be defined as the lack  of a proper system for writing English in Arabic 

script. 

Such a system has  two fundamental aspects. The first is expanding the current Arabic 

writing system to include new visual  elements (marks and  signs)  that can  represent 

consonants and  vowels of the English language that are not present or have no identifiable 

equivalent in Arabic. 

The second aspect is the visual  distinction of the fonts that will utilize it. This distinction 

will visually  prepare the reader for receiving English words  and  terms within the text, 

thus, they need to have some sort of an “English” visual  identity. 

Important notes: 
 

1. During the last century, there were many  suggestions to alter the Arabic  letters to make 

the printing process easier. They ranged from  changing them totally to Latin letters to 

changing parts of the form. They did not succeed, and  the concept of introducing foreign 

letters faced fierce opposition [1, 41] [3, 81-96]. Hence, this research departs from  the 

notion that; for such  a system to be accepted in the Arabic  world, the shape of any 

proposed visual  element should not be foreign or alien to the Arabic  script conventions, 

but be derived from  within its own inherent characteristics, based on its rich  history. 
 

2. The English identity sought suggested here should be similar to that of the Arabic 

“Farisi” writing style, which  is used basically for writing Persian and  Urdu languages but 

also  for Arabic. When you see a script written in Farisi  script you will be prepared to 

expect a Persian text. Similarly, the font suggested here is intended to be clearly 

identifiable as particularly used to transcribe English text into Arabic  Script, but could  also 

be easily used to write Arabic  as well. 

Accordingly, the following three basic  guidelines were formulated: 
 

1.  The system should enable its users to correctly read and  represent sounds of 

consonants and  vowels of the English language utilizing Arabic  letters. 
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2.  The shapes of the new visual  elements (marks and  signs)  of the system should be 

strongly associated with the visual  written-Arabic conventions. 

3.  The system should be used with specially designed fonts that reflect the image of 
 

“English” in the minds  of Arabs so as to inform the reader about the nature of the text. 
 

 
4. Methodology 

 

The general approach to tackle the defined problem could  be summarized as follows: 

(1)  Referring to similar or related study cases 

(2)  Consulting the classical Arabic  Language books  to compile a full list of Arabic 

letters and  marks, and  to define the required additional ones. 

(3)  Designing visual  representations for each extra sound  were created from  the 

domain of current Arabic  calligraphic conventions. 

(4)  Designing New Arabic  types with English identity using  the new system were 

designed 

 
 

5. Similar Cases 
 

Throughout history, the Arabic  alphabet was not used to write the Arabic  language only, 

but a wide range of other languages. Languages written in Arabic  script include Persian, 

Urdu, Pashto, Baloch, Malay; Fulfulde-Pular, Hausa, and  Mandinka (all  in West Africa); 

Swahili  (in East Africa); Brahui  (in Pakistan); Kashmiri, Sindhi, Balti, and  Panjabi (in 

Pakistan); Arwi (in Sri Lanka and  Southern India), Chinese, Uyghur (in China  and  Central 

Asia); Kazakh, Uzbek and  Kyrgyz (all in Central Asia); Azerbaijani (in Iran), Kurdish (in Iraq 

and  Iran), Belarusian (amongst Belarusian Tatars), Ottoman Turkish, Bosnian  (in Bosnia), 

and Spanish  (in Western Europe). Extra letters and  symbols  were added to the original 

alphabet to accommodate the needs of most of those languages, a process known  as Ajami 

transcription system [4]. 

Usually  there are two approaches to incorporate words  and  phrases of one language within 

the writing system of another. The first approach is to alter the pronunciation of the words 

so that they fit within the rules of the host scripting and  phonetic system. 

A clear example of this exists in classical Arabic, when Arabic  texts referred to names of 

Greek scientist. For example, “Suqrat” ( سقارط ) for Socrates, “Aristotalis” ( طاليس أرسوط  ) for 

Aristotle...etc. 

Another example exists in modern Japanese, where "pulizu" is please, "tsu" is two... etc. 

Japanese writing system, however, has a completely separate alphabet and  writing system 

for foreign words  called Katakana (an  exact parallel for the Japanese-word-alphabet 

Hiragana). 
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The second approach of incorporating foreign words  in a different writing system is to add 

certain marks  and  letters to pronounce the incorporated letters correctly. 

This could  be found in the academic system of transliterating Arabic  into English, as 

adopted by most of the research on Islamic  history undertaken by Orientalises and  scholars 

over the last two centuries [5]. It can  also  be found in the less formal system of Arabizi, 

which  is used for the same purposes but within the new generation of youth using  evolving 

information and  communication technology tools, particularly for social  networking in the 

Arab World [1]. 

Another example of the second approach is the Urdu alphabet, which  is a modification of 

the Persian alphabet that is itself a derivative of the Arabic  alphabet. Here the letters 

were extended to a total of 39, in order to include all sounds and  letters of the Urdu 

language. See [6] for a comprehensive description of the alphabet and  its history. Both the 

Persian and  Urdu alphabets were visually  identified by the use of the Farisi  font and  its 

Nasikhta'liq calligraphic style, which  became the classical core identity element of 

writings in these two languages (although other Arabic  calligraphic styles have, over time, 

become more widely used). 

In today's world, however, it is important to pronounce words  of other languages as 

correctly as possible for enhanced universal and  inter-cultural communication, which  has 

become a key requirement for the emerging notion of global  citizenship. According to 

convictions of the writer of this paper, adopting the second approach is preferable for this 

purpose, and  formulates one of the basic  axioms  of this work. Hence, this research 

adopted the notion that the new system should enable users to correctly pronounce the 

sound  of English words  transcribed in Arabic  text according to conventions of their English 

Language source. 

 
 

6. The Actual Arabic Alphabet 
 

As presented earlier, the current perception of the Arabic  alphabet is that it comprises of 

only 28 letters (30 if the hamza and  lam-alif were included) with only four  short vowels 

represented by diacritical marks  and  not letters; see table II. Clearly, this alphabetical set 

is not able to cover the full range of English consonants and  vowels, not to mention the 

variable, cursive sounds of the English alphabet and  its vowels as shown  in table III. 

The solution for this problem is, thus, to present new symbols  to fill in the gaps  between 

the alphabets of the two scripting systems in an approximate acceptable manner. 

Judicious caution is required so that this would  not be done in a superficial way that 

makes it alien to the long established context of the Arabic  language. 
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This seemingly limited capacity of inherent options to transcribe English into Arabic  script 

was well defined throughout the last century in two contexts. The first was to enable the 

Arabic  writing system to cover the slang Arabic  dialects of different regions. For that, 

Khalil Asaker in 1955 suggested two systems: vocal  (to write as it sounds exactly), and 

derived vocal  (to write as it sounds while keeping a reference in the letter to its classic 

Arabic  origin). For both suggestions, he devised a new system for representing short and 

long vowels (table IV) [7, 1955]. 
 

 
 

a. Letters 

A B C D E F G H I J K L M   
               

N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z   
               
b. Consonants 
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Table III: English pronunciation table indicating the parts which  can  be pronounced using 

conventional Arabic  writing system [English  part based on [14]) 
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Table IV: Short and  Long vowels in Khalil Asaker's system -1955 

Note that the new diacritic marks  are not form  within the Arabic  writing system 
 
 

The other context, which  emphasized the limited capacity of Arabic, attempted to enable 

the Arabic  script and  writing system to cover a myriad of alphabets, vowels and  sounds of 

transcribed foreign languages by adding extra letters, signs and  marks. One of the first 

examples was a proposal presented by Father Anstas alKarmali (1866  - 1947)  in a response 

to a competition organized by the Academy of Arabic  Language in Cairo  in 1943 with the 

theme of “easing Arabic  writing and  grammar.” AlKarmali suggested adding new letters to 

express the sounds that do not exist in Arabic, for both consonants and  vowels [3, p.61]. 

Most of the signs he added were foreign to the context of Arabic  and  were, thus, rejected. 

A committee formed later by the Academy of Arabic  Language in Cairo suggested a system 

for writing the foreign proper names in Arabic  [8]; and  although it adopted adding some 

signs similar to the first suggestion of AlKarmali in order to represent the missing 

consonants, it denied the need for new vowels, limiting them to the four  already available 

in Arabic. 

This suggestion had  an impact on establishing Arabic  script conventions (چ پ ڤ) to 

transcribe the English consonants (v, p, g), which  are quite well understood, though not 

highly  practiced, among contemporary Arab educated masses. 

However, all these studies and  suggestions failed to change the formal teaching of the 

Arabic  writing system, which  continued to have its traditional, currently prevailing, visual 

form.  Researchers suggested many  reasons to for this failure; like the destruction of the 

beauty of Arabic  Calligraphy, affecting the ting of sanctification added to the current 
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letter due to the intense affinity with them, and  the confusion that might rise with the 

classical system [3, p. 63 and  9, p. 57]. 

These suggested reasons along  with the affinity of Arabic  writing to the Quran  might be the 

real reason of the extreme sensitivity towards any change or evolution in the Arabic script 

and  writing system in modern times.   In contrary to such  sensitivity we find  that the Arabic  

writing system and  calligraphy witnessed giant evolutionary steps during the first few 

centuries of Islamic  civilization [3, 23-43]. 

Thus, any new proposal, for it to be accepted, should be derived primarily from  the 

classical Arabic  language and  presented as such. It also  should be visually  distinguished to 

eliminate any  since of confusion. 

Accordingly, some major books  on classical Arabic  language were consulted. The first is Al- 

Kitab "The Book" by Sibawaih (140-180 H 760-796  AD) which  is considered one of the most 

trusted classical references for all subsequent studies on Arabic  language. The second is 

Sir Sina'at al-I'rab “Secret of the Conjugation Profession” for  Ibn Jinni (322-392 H, 914- 
 

1001); and  the third is “History of Arabic  Literature” for Al-Rafi'i (1298-1356 H, 1880- 
 

1937). 
 

Astonishingly enough, these books  draw  a different picture of the Arabic alphabet and  the 

actual number of its letters from  that prevailing today. Sibawaih states: 

" حرفاَ   وعشرون  تسعة  العربية  رحفو  فأصل   ... 

القرآن قراءة  في  وتستحسن  بها  يؤخذ  كثيرةَ    وهي  اولعشرين  التسعة  من  أوصلها   

وهيَ  ع شعار   ... اوأل

فور هن  بحرفو  حرفاَ    ثين  ال وث خمسةَ    وتكون   

 

الشعر في  القنآر وال  قراءة  في  تستحسن  عربيته وال  من ترتضى  لغة  في  َ  ة  كثير  َ  ة وال  مستحسن  غير  بحورف  حرفاَ    أوربعين  اثنين   

وهيو تكون  ..." 

"The origin  of the Arabic  letters is 29 letters  ...; 
 

they become 35 with letters that are branches from  the 29, they are valid  and  their use is 

desirable in reciting Quran  and  poetry, they are ...; 

and  they become 42 with letters that are not desirable in the native speaker of Arabic  nor 

in reciting Quran  or poetry, they are ..." [10, 404-407] 

Ibn Jinni modified and  explained the work  of Sibawaih and  clearly stated that the 

combination of two letters into one applies also  to the diacritic marks, thus adding extra 

vowels [11, 51-55]  [12, 110-121]. 

These letters are listed in Table V, which  clearly demonstrates that the gap  between the 

Arabic  and  English letters and  vowels is not an outcome of an inherit deficiency of the 

Arabic  language. All the required consonants and  vowels are essential components of the 

Arabic  language, but have never been represented visually  in the Arabic  writing system. 
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Sources & 

comments 

No Letter Shape Sources & comments No Letter Shape 

Sebawaih: 

The origin of the 

Arabic letters is 

29 letters… 

1 Hamza  They become 35 

with letters that are 

branches from the 

29 (valid and their 

use is desirable in 

reciting Quran and 

poetry) 

30 Light Nuun non 

2 Alef  31 Hamza inbetween non 

3 Haa'  32 Slanted Alef  non 

4 `ayn  33 Siin  that is like the Jiim  non 

5 Haa'  34 Saad like Zaay non 

6 Ghayn  35 Honoring  Alef non 

7 Khaa'  They become 42 with 

letters that are not 

desirable in the 

native speaker of 

Arabic nor in reciting 

Quran or poetry 

36 Kaaf between Jiim  and Kaaf non 

8 Qaaf  37 Jiim  like  a Kaaf non 

9 Kaaf  38 Jiim  like a Shiin non 

10 Jiim  39 Weak Daad non 

11 Shiin  40 Saad like Siin non 

12 Yaa'  41 Taa' like Taa' non 

13 Daad  42 Thaa' like Thaa' non 

14 Laam  43 Baa' like Faa' non 

15 Nuun  44 Between  Kaaf and Qaaf  non 

16 Raa'  45 Yaa' like Waw non 

17 Taa  46 Waw like Yaa' non 

18 Daal  Ibn Jinni added  that 

the short vowels 

(diacritic marks) also 

mix 

 Fatha  mixed with kasra non 

19 Taa'   Fatha  mixed with damma non 

20 Saad   Kasra mixed with damma non 

21 Zaay   Damma mixed with kasra non 

22 Siin      
23 Thaa'      
24 Dthaal      
25 Thaa'      
26 Faa'      
27 Baa'      
28 Miim      
29 Waw      

 

 
Table V: Arabic  letters as stated by Sebawaih and  Ibn Jinni 

 
Throughout the history of Arabic  language, there were three traditional approaches to 

represents alternative sounds of a letter. 

•  The first approach was to add  explanatory text after the word  with such  letters, a 

 
convention that was sometimes used to replace diacritic marks  altogether. For example we 

would  find  such  a statement: 

" الادل بفتح  اولمستخمد  الدال  بكسر  المستخمد  " , 
 

meaning "al-mustakhdim with kasra below the letter dal  (meaning employer), and  the al- 

mustakhdam with with fatha above the letter dal  (meaning employee). 

•  The second approach was  writing a small  word  vertically along  the original letter. 

 
For example, we find  the whole word  ( لة ئ ما   inclined) written vertically in a smaller size 

besides the Alif to indicate the possibility of reading the alif  as an a-sound in some 

readings of the Quran. 
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•  The third approach was a red circle below the intended letter (replaced in the last 

 
century with an empty circle [7, 83-84]. 

 

A recent a forth approach utilizing color  coding  system for the letters is used in printed 

and electronic scripts to indicate different readings for Quran  (for  example see any of the 

pdf  files on [13]). 

All four  approaches (explanatory text, small  words, under-letter red circles and  color 

coding) have clear shortcomings, as none of them provides for a proper typographic 

solution. 

 
 

7. The proposed new system 
 

The new transcription system must cover for the missing  consonants and  vowels.  For the 

consonants, it departed from  the accepted convention referred to earlier, which 

represents the three consonants (V), (P), and  (G) with the Arabic  representations: ڤ (the 

normal  ف F but with three dots)    پ (the normal بB but with three dots)   چ (the normal 

 (J but with three dots ج

The next required element is the “k”  sound  of the consonant “c”, as in the word  "cut", 

which  according to Sibawaih is similar to the letter between Qaaf  and  Kaaf.  This was 

indicated by adding the diacritic mark  of Sukuun  under the Qaaf. Traditionally, the Sukuun 

is always used on top of letters to indicate the state of no movement (the meaning of 

"sukuun" in English is "static state"). The new proposed convention will add  the sukuun 

beneath a letter to indicate softness in the sound  of a consonant. It will be referred to as 

“tarqiq” (which means "softening" in Arabic). The “tarqiq” convention would  be also  useful 

to represent softer sounds of any of the available consonants. 

For the representation of vowels, the decision was  to continue along  the conventional 

Arabic logic of short vowels. They should be diacritic marks  added to the letters and  not 

new letters, in order to avoid  confusion as much  as possible. Their shapes were derived 

from classical Arabic  writing styles. Among these, the Thuluth calligraphic system stands as 

the most respectable and  highly  valued among the masses (fig. 2a). It also  contains the 

standard diacritic marks  and  many  other marks  with a decorative role (fig. 2b-c). The idea 

was to use these marks  according their visual  criteria and  affinity to the classical marks  in 

representing the historical Arabic  vowels. 
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Figure 2: Thulth calligraphic style and  its marks 
 

 
Accordingly, three new diacritic marks  representing the proposed additional short vowels 

were added.  Their corresponding long vowels would  be achieved by using  the alif  marked 

by the proper diacritic mark. They are:The "imalah" (meaning inclined and  sounds as "A") 

that took the decorative mark  resembling the letter م, which  is the first letter in the word 

"ma'ila" < لة ئ ما > meaning it has  the "A" sound. 

•  The "tafkhim" (meaning honoured, and  sounds like "O") which  took the shape of the 

 
decorative mark  "    " because it is similar to the classical "dammah" (the "U" sound   ) but is 

oriented differently thus indicating the closeness in sound. 

•  The mark  between the waw and  yaa  (the "U" and  "Y" sounds, respectively), which 

 
took the shape  that can  be visualized as a combination between the shape of the two 

letters. 

Figure 3 presents all the details of the new system. It clearly shows  how the new system 

enables the reading of most keywords quite accurately in Arabic. 

Tables VI and  VII present the English 44 phonemes with sample words  and  their Arabic 

readings in both British and American accents. Table VI presents the vowel-phonemes 

while table VII presents the consonant-phonemes.  The phonemes sample words  are taken 

from  [15] while their pronunciation is taken from  [16], and  their Arabic  readings are 

prepared by the author using  the system suggested in this paper. 

Notably, the system is a generic visual  framework, not a font design. The fonts that 

attempt to represent this system are presented in the following section. 
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Figure 3: The new system as suggested by this paper 
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Phoneme Example UK  USA 
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Table VI:Example  words for the English Vowel-Phonemes 
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Table VII: Example words  for the English Consonant-Phonemes 

 

 
8. The visual image and identity 

 

As stated earlier, the purpose of  this  project is to facilitate transcribing  English  in Arabic 

script. The paper already outlined  how  visual  representation of a foreign language within 

another had  taken many  forms  and  systems. From  inserting the text within  quotations (as 

in  the English  language),  to defining a  special alphabet for  the foreign words  (as  in  the 

Japanese Katakana), to associating the writing  style with the culture of the foreign words 

(similar to the notion of Farisi  writing style in Arabic  discussed earlier). The representation 

of the current new system falls  within this last category. 

8.1 Design brief 
 

In  order to  visually   represent  the  above system,  the  design brief was   formulated  as 

follows: 
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"..to  design an  Arabic  font whose character  set is  expanded to include all  the 

consonants  and  vowels of  the new system  while portraying  English  visual  identity in  the 

final  product." 

English  language is universal and  it is melted in the different cultures that utilize it as the 

predominant  or  at least as  the official language.  Thus,  it might  be difficult  to define an 

exclusive "English" identity. However, this project attempted to define the English identity 

in Britain, as the home origin  of the language itself. 

The brief was  given as  a final  project to second year students of the "Arabic Typography" 

course  offered  by   the  Design  Department   of   the  College  of  Architecture   and   Built 

Environment at the German Jordanian University. Students attempted to define the English 

identity and  reflect it on the required font design. 

As a result of the students'  background and  culture, some of the final  outcomes reflected 

stereotyped English identity as perceived by members of the Arabic  culture. Some of these 

can  appear quite shallow and  outdated, and  might  not be an  accurate reflection of  the 

universal current  status  of  the English  identity.  This  situation  would   point  out another 

dimension to the problem that should be addressed in  later research to how  stereotypes 

can  be changed through typefaces of the sort presented in this paper. 

This   situation   also   suggests   that  the  new  typographic   system   should  be  taken  to 

professional  designers  from   different  parts  of   the  world   for   them  to  find   a   proper 

typographic solution. 

In spite of  all  the above,  the decision was  to present samples of  the students'  work  as 

preliminary steps towards identifying the problem and  not as final  solutions. 

 
 

8.2 Student designs 
 

All   designs  presented   herein  are  in   an   early  conceptual   stage  and    represent  an 

experimental direction rather than a mature and  fully articulated font design. 

Those student designs were inspired by  manners and  behaviours of  British  people,  being 

the first English  Language  users,  by  the diversity  found in  England  today,  by  concepts  in 

Latin-English fonts, and  one by historic English period. Following  is a presentation of these 

concepts and  their sample designs, which  revolved around five conceptual categories. 

 
 

1. Concepts reflecting perceived behaviour and  manners of British people 
 

Font I – Designer: Yasmin Jumaa (figure 4) 
 

This   design  categorizes   perceived  characteristics  of   British   people  into   “visible”,   as 

represented by  the strokes  above the  mean line; and  “hidden”,  as  represented by  the 

strokes below the mean line. Curved and  sharp angles represent flexibility and  strictness, 
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two  seemingly contradicting  qualities  British  people have,  as  perceived by  the designer. 

The dots of the letters have the shape of diamond to give it a “magnificent” feel. 

 
 

Font II - Designer:   Razan  Haykal  (figure 5) 
 

This  design tried to reflect a  single aspect that  best represent English  people,  at least 

according to the  designer of  the font, namely a  sarcastic  sense of  humor; based  in  a 

greater part on  word  irony.  Hence,  it departed from  the definition,  which  is  defined as 

“the use of words  to convey the opposite of their meaning; or the meaning is contradicted 

by  the appearance or  the presentation of  the idea.” The font is accordingly based on  a 

rigid  grid  that is rotated in  a  45  degree angle,  to state a  direction  that contradicts the 

norms.   The strokes  of  each letter  oppose each other while creating serif-like ending in 

order to further emphasize the idea of contradiction. 

 
 

Font III - Designer: Ramin  Kasim (figure 6) 
 

This font is based on a simple straightforward grid  to reflect the designer’s perception of 

attitudes of  the British  people as  well as  their deeply rooted traditions,  attitudes and 

beliefs. 

 
 

Font IV - Designer Ahmad  Jarrar (figure 7) 

The designer defined the British society as 

"It’s  an  adaptable, mixed society  with  a  polite attitude. It  rose to power,  and  its 

language turned  to  be  the  primary language of  the world.  "The  five keywords were 

reflected in the font design. The primal shapes were used in a mixed manner; they were 

extended when needed in  an  adaptable approach.  Storks  will  bend to reflect politeness, 

but with a forked shape to represents power. 

 
 

2. Concepts inspired by Latin Classic  fonts 
 

Font V - Designer: Rania  Gharaibeh (figure 8) 
 

This  font attempts at representing  English  people as  rigid  yet having  a  unique sense of 

humor. The structure of the letters is rigid, based on orthogonal grid. The vertical strokes 

end with  small   squared shape while the  horizontal  strokes  have their  ends open.  Both 

treatments are taken from  the old  English  font and  are used to demonstrate the idea of 

contrast in humor. 

 
 

3. Concepts representing diversity in England 
 

Font VI- Designer: Molly Qassir  (figure 9) 
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According to the designer, one of the current characteristic of England  is diversity. It has  a 

variety  of  religions,  ethnicity,  and  nationalities.  A grid  was  designed in  a  branches-like 

form  to represent a figurative image of diversity. 

 
 

4. Concepts depicting the criteria of a certain period in English History (Tudor  period) 

Font VII - Designer: Azza Karmi (figure 10) 

The  letter forms   were  based  on  the hand-writing  style  of  King  Henry  VII,  with  grids 

inspired by  the patterns on  clothes  worn  by  the royalty  of  his  period and  from  the very 

symbolic Tudor  rose. 

 
 

5. Concepts utilizing separate letters as opposed to the continuous cursive Arabic  style. 
 

Font VIII - Designer: Abdulrahman Asfour (figure 11) 
 

The concept of Arabic  separate letters is not a  novel concept.  It  was  first  suggested  by 
 

Nasri Khattar in the mid twentieth century, and  later by many  others [3, 67]. 
 

However, this approach attempts to create totally new forms  for  the letters with a hint of 

the current Arabic  writing system. The English identity is sought here through letter 

separation and  attempted simple geometry. 

 
 

9. Conclusions 
 

This  paper defined the  problem encountered  when attempting  to transcribe English  in 

Arabic  script.  It  is a  problem of inaccurate rendering of  sounds of English  words  that can 

result in pronunciation and  reading errors leading to misinterpretations, often with 

contradicting meanings and  indications. 

First  it identified  the  existence of  the  problem in  the today's  Arabic   cultural  arena, 

defined it, and  sought solutions for it from  within the Arabic  language itself. 

At  inception,  the first definition  of  the problem was  "the  inability  of the Arabic  language 

to include all the consonants and  vowels of English." 

Then,  a  thorough  study  of  early references on Arabic  language helped reformulating  the 

problem as  "the  lack  of  visual  representation of  available Arabic  letters and  vowels"  to 

render the sounds of  those consonants  and  vowels when transcribing  English  into  Arabic 

Script.  These consulted  references explicitly  stated the existence of  branch letters  and 

vowels that can  cover all English consonants and  vowels. 

To represent these branch letters, traditional calligraphic conventions  were adopted in a 

new perspective, and  a new expanded system of writing  was  created from  the context of 

Arabic  language itself. This  is  thought  to provide for  better  chances of  acceptance and 

buy-in  by the large masses of native Arabic  users. 
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This paper also  aimed at designing the visual  style of the new system. In a similar 

approach to Arabic  calligraphic style of "Farisi" (which referred to "Persian"), the visual 

style of this proposed system was sought to be "English", in relation to its role. Many 

student-suggested font designs were presented. 
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figure 6: Behaviotal font Ill 
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Figure 7: Behavioral font IV 
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Figure 8: Font inspired by Latin classic fonts 
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Figure 9: Diversity font 
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Figure 10: Tudor  font 
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Figure 11: Neo-Separate letters font 
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